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1. INTRODUCTION 
By a weighted shift operator, we mean an operator Win one of the sequence 
spaces efl = elj(O, co) which has the form 
w: (x0 , x1 ,...) t--z (0, x,x, , x,x, ,... ). 
The only restriction on the sequence of shift weights, h = {&};‘a , is that it be 
a sequence of nonzero complex numbers. Our results apply, therefore, to 
unbounded weighted shifts. 
Using a refinement of techniques introduced in [l], conditions are established 
which ensure that a perturbation of the weighted shift, W + P, is similar to W 
itself. 
By examples we demonstrate that our conditions are significantly sharper than 
those obtained by Gohberg and Soybleman [2] for bounded W. 
2. STATE~UENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let il = [a(~‘, j)]~j=O be a matrix of complex numbers. ,4 is said to be lower 
triangular when a(i, j) ~ 0 unless j < i, and strictly lower triangular when 
a(i, j) = 0 unless j < i. Any lower triangular matrix 4 represents a (possibly 
unbounded) operator in !n as follows. Ax = y, where yi = xj a(;, j) xi . The 
domain of A, as an operator in Gfl is taken to be 
q&4) = {x E 6” : 1: Ax Ill) < co}. 
The matrix representation of a weighted shift W is then 
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Operators A and B in dp are said to be similar when there exists a nonsingular 
operator X on &’ such that X9(B) = 9(A) and XBx = AXx for all x in 9(B). 
In the next section we introduce in general the notion of h-admissible weight 
matrices. One such is given by 
w(i, j) = 0 (j > 9, 
w(i, i) = 1, (1) 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Suppose that w is a X-admissible weight matrix. Let P be a strictly 
lower triangular matrix such that, for all i = 0, 1, 2,..., p(i + 1, i) # ---Xi , and 
P(i + l,i) 
11 x, 
i.j 2 
(w(i,i)~+~. 
Then the matrices W and W + P represent similar operators in dp, where 
l<p<oo. 
Before proceeding with the general definition of X-admissible matrices, we 
present a second example: 
w(i, j) = 0 (i > 9, 
w(i, i) = 1, (2) 
w(i,j) = 
Ki-j 
x, . . . x,- (j < 9, 
3 z 1 
where 0 < K < + co. This weight matrix is X-admissible if and only if there 
exists an E > 0 such that w(i, j) > E for j < i, i.e., 
1 hj ... xiel 1 < (l/C) ici-i (j < i). 
The existence of such constants K and E is easily shown to be equivalent to the 
boundedness of the sequence A, and thus to the boundedness of the operator 
W. When this weight matrix is used (and assumed to be X-admissible), then the 
theorem becomes the result of Gohberg and Soybleman [2]. 
On the other hand, the weight matrix w, as defined by (1) is h-admissible 
without restriction on the sequence of shift weights A. It will also be shown to be 
the optimal (i.e., smallest possible) h-admissible weight matrix in all cases. 
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3. X-ADMISSIBLE WEIGHT MATRICES 
Let X == {hi}& be an arbitrary sequence of shift weights. A matrix ~1 
[w(;, j)lzTjzO is called a /\-admissible weight matrix provided that w is lower 
triangular, with I’s on the main diagonal, and satisfies the following two con- 
ditions. 
There exists an E > 0 such that for j < i, w(i, j) > E. 
For j < i, it holds that / hj/Ai / w(i, j) < W(Z’ + 1, j -!- 1). 
(3) 
(4) 
Given two such matrices, w and wr , then w, is said to be stronger than w if 
there exists a constant K > 0 such that wr(i, j) < Kw(i, j) for all i,j. The matrix 
wr is optimal if it is stronger than all other h-admissible matrices. 
We now show that 5, as defined in (I), is h-admissible and, in fact, optimal. 
To do this we let w be an arbitrary X-admissible weight matrix and set for j < i, 
w(i, A = 7hj 
e(i, j) 
.*. Ai-1 1 * 
Taking K = l/c, we can reformulate conditions (3) and (4) as 
IAj...X,-l/ <KKe(i,j) for j < i, (5) 
e(i,j) <e(i+ l,j+ 1) for j < i. (6) 
Combining these two conditions, it follows easily that 
Thus, setting 
we have 6(i, j) < KB(i, j). It is obvious that t? also satisfies (5) (with K = 1) and 
(6) above. 
Thus the corresponding weight matrix, tZ(i, j) = 8(i, j)/] Xi ... h,-r I, is both 
h- admissible and optimal. 
As is often the case in optimization problems, our solution fi enjoys special 
properties which are not among the original constraints. Namely, 5 is sub- 
multiplicative in the sense that 
zZ(i, j) ,< tZ(i, k) G,(k, j) for j < k < i. (7) 
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This is equivalent to the same property for e, which we verify as follows. 
TakeO</<j,andsete’=L+k-j.ThenO</’<k,and 
I he ... A&-jpl 1 = / Af ..’ Af+&-1 I I I\f ... x,*+i-,-, I. 
From this it follows that 0 is indeed submultiplicative. 
For application later, we need to derive several consequences of properties 
(4) and (7). We first introduce the folIowing notation. 
?T(i, i : n) = 1 for i, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
+i, j : 0) = 1 for j < i, O-9 
n--l xj,l, 
7r(i,j:n) = n - 
I;=0 h+lc 
for j < i and n = l,... . 
Equivalently, we could define 
. . xi 63 : 4 = Ai+, -** h,-l -** hi+,-1 for j < i and n = 0, l,... . 
LEMMA 1. Suppose the matrix w satisfies (4). Then for j < i and n = 0, I,2 ,..., 
it holds that 
1 7r(i, j : n)I w(i, j) < w(i + n, j + n). 
Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of (4) and the above defini- 
tion. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose the matrix w is submultiplicative and satisfies (4). Then 
za” = ke,, < ke G ... < k, < k, = i and no , n1 ,..., n, = 0, 1, 2 ,..., it holds 
I& +%I > km+1 : n,) w(i, A G fi w(k, + n, , km+l + 4. / 
VW0 
Proof. Since w is submultiplicative, we have 
4, i> < fi Wm. , k,+d. 
Wk=O 
Thus the left-hand side of the asserted inequality is no larger than 
1 fi +,, , km+1 : 4 w(k, , k,+d 1. 
WL=O 
But, by Lemma 1, this product is dominated, factor by factor, by the product on 
the right-hand side of the inequality. 
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4. THE ALGEBRA .q<,: AND ITS IDEAL 4,,; 
Let A == [~(zY,~)],~~=~ be a matrix of complex numbers. We set 
1’ A l/o -= sup C I u&j)!, 
and 
We denote by &’ the set of lower triangular matrices A with /I A 11 < co. 9 is the 
set of lower triangular matrices A with 1 A I < co. As shown in [l], ~2 is a 
Banach algebra, and 9 is a Banach ideal in &, i.e., if A and B are in & and Q is 
in Y, then 
I AQB / < ;I A !I I Q I II B II. 
Now let w be any multiplicative h-admissible weight matrix. For any lower 
triangular matrix A we define 
and 
-Q(A) = [I +,.j)l ~(6 j)lY’j=,, , 
II A /~w == /If&W 
I A Iw = I -%W 
We define further J& and & to be the sets of lower triangular matrices for 
which II A /jzD < CC or / A IzL, < 00, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 3. LX& is a Banach algebra, and -16, is a Banach ideal in J& ; 
i.e., if A and B belong to J& and Q to & , then 
I AQB Iw < II A l/w IQ Iw I/ B IIw .
Moreover, S& C .d and 3, C 9. 
Proof. The first assertion follows easily from the corresponding properties 
of & and 9 combined with the fact that w is submultiplicative. The last assertion 
is immediate from (3). 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that A is a regular (i.e., invertible) element of d,T,, 
and that Q belongs to & . Then, A + Q . as a regular element of J& if and only if no 
diagonal entries of A + Q are zero. 
Proof. All matrices in ~4, are lower triangular. Thus the presence of a zero 
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diagonal entry makes a matrix a zero divisor in L&, , hence, not regular. This 
proves the necessity of the stated condition. 
Now suppose A + Q has no zeros on the diagonal. This matrix is regular in 
dW if and only if the matrix (A + Q) A-l = I + QA-l is regular. Moreover, 
Q’ = QA-l belongs to & (by Proposition 3) and I + Q’ has no zero diagonal 
entries. 
Now define the matrices D and P’ by 
d&j) = 1 + q’(i, i) for i =j 
=o for i #j 
and 
p’(i,j) = 0 for i =j 
= q’(6.i) for i # j. 
Then clearly I + Q’ = D + P’, P’ is a strictly lower triangular element of 
& , and D is a diagonal matrix. Moreover, since Q’ belongs to &, and I + Q’ 
has no zero diagonal entries, it follows that the diagonal entries of D are bounded 
above, and bounded away from zero. Hence D is a regular element in J& . 
Thus A + Q is regular in J& if and only if (D + P’) D-l + I + P’ D-l is 
regular. Also P = P’ D-l is a strictly lower triangular element of YW . 
Hence it suffices to prove that I + P is regular in -01;, when P is strictly lower 
triangular and belongs to 9, . To do this, we show that the geometric series 
converges absolutely in the Banach algebra &$ , thus ensuring the existence of 
(I + P)-l in ,tiW . 
Now the (i,j)th entry of the matrix !S(P”+l) is 
iSfl<;<k <i I+, kJ P&a , Ll) ... P@l Y i) 4, i)* 
\ n-. 
Since w is submultiplicative, this sum is dominated, term by term, by the sum 
where #(k, C) = / p(R, t)I w(k, e). S ince P is strictly lower triangular, this latter 
sum has nonzero terms only forj < k, < K, < ... < k, < i. 
From this it follows that 
(i) the factors of each nonzero term are distinct, i.e., correspond to 
different index pairs (K, 8); 
(ii) with j fixed and i ranging over the nonnegative integers, each such 
nonzero term occurs at most once, and the same is true when i is fixed and j 
ranges. 
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But when I P ill;;’ = {Ci,j$(i,j)}“+l . IS expanded, each such product term 
occurs exactly (TZ + l)! times. Thus 
1 P” -’ 1 2. ‘; / P I;+l;(n - l)!. 
This proves the absolute convergence of the geometric series for (I + P)p’. 
We remark that, up to this point in the section, no appeal has been made to 
property (2), the only one which relates the sequence of shift weights X to the 
weight matrix w. 
Now let W-, be the matrix 
0 X,l 0 
0 ;\;l 0 
1 0 Ai1 0 AT1 0 . . 0. . 
I 
Thus W-, represents the backward weighted shift 
w-1 : (x0 , Xl ,...) w (A& ) &lx, ,... ). 
It is clear that W-,W = I, and WW-, = E where E = diag[O, 1, 1, l,... 1. It 
follows (as in [l]) that the mapping 
h: A+ W-,AW 
is a homomorphism on the algebra of all lower triangular matrices. 
The shift operator corresponding to the sequence of shift weights (1, 1, I,...> 
is called the uniform shift, and is denoted by S. 
PROPOSITION 5. The homomorphism h is a contraction on both the Banach 
algebra J& and on its Banach ideal & . Moreover, for any lower triangular matrix 
A, the following two chains of inequalities hold: 
II h”(A)llw < II S”,Q(A) S” Ii < II A IL > 
I h”(A)I, < I S!&‘(A) S” I < I A Iw . 
The central members of both chains decrease monotonically as n increases. If ! A 1 2L’ < 
03, then / SnIQ(A) S” I---f 0 as n - 00. 
Proof. A direct computation shows that the iterates of h, h”(A) = Wlf,AWn, 
are given by 
h”(A) = [a(i + n, j + n) n(i, j : n)]zjzO , 
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where r is defined by (8). Hence 
QWW) = [I 4 + n, i + n) ~(i, j : n)l w(i, jX+, , 
and 
S-$(A) S" = [I a(i + n, j + n)I w(i + n, j + n)]Tjso . 
It follows from Lemma 1 that the matrix G(h”(A)) is dominated, entry by entry, 
by the matrix SE,O(A) Sn. Thus first inequalities in both chains are verified. 
The second inequalities in both chains follow by inspection of the sums which 
define the norms, as does the last assertion of the proposition. 
In the following proposition, and in the remainder of the paper, the symbol IT 
is often used to indicate the product of matrices. The intended interpretation is 
fi Ak = A,A,_, -.. ALA,,. 
k=O 
PROPOSITION 6. If Q is lower triangular, then for all n 
11 fi (I + h”(Q)) - III G exp{l Q Id 
k-0 w 
2 0, 
- 1. 
Proof. Upon expansion of the product, the matrix on the left becomes 
q c 
C-l o<nl<...<n{gL 
h”!(Q) --. h”l(Q)j. 
The weighted (i, j)th entry of the &h term of this matrix sum is itself the sum of 
terms 
4(i + ne , SC-~ + nt) +, kl : 4 4b1 + fkl , SC-~ + cl) ‘rr(s~-~ > se-a : nt-J 
*-* 4(s1 + nl , j + nl> 4s1 ,i : nl> w(i,j), 
where 0 < n1 < *.- <n!,<n and j<s, <a-* <sedl <i. Now setting 
Q(s, t) = 1 Q(S, t)] w(s, t), it follows from Lemma 2 that the above sum is 
dominated by the corresponding sum of terms 
4”(i + nt , SC-~ + nt) P(st-, + wl , SC-~ + nt-J .. .4(sl + nl , j + nd 
At this point, the proof becomes very reminiscent of the proof of Proposition 4. 
We consider the row and column sums of the dominant matrix. Our objective 
is to show that none of these exceeds 1 Q IL//!. This will be a consequence of the 
following observations. 
(i) Since n1 < 7z2 < ... < nc and j < s1 < ... < se-i < i, each term 
above is the product of e distinct entries from the matrix G’(Q). 
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(ii) LIThen j is fixed and the remaining indices (including ;) range as pres- 
cribed, then each such product term occurs at most once. The same is true when i 
is fixed, instead of j. 
But when / Q I”, == j .G’(Q)l” = (xi,j p(;, j)]’ is expanded, then each of these 
product terms occurs exactly L! times. 
Combining these observations, we obtain 
and thereby the proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 7. If Q belongs to 9:, , then the infinite product JJ,“=, (I + h”(Q)) 
converges in the Banach algebra -c4, . This product is a regular element of dw if 
and only if I + Q has no zeros on the main diagonal. 
Proof. Replacing Q by h”(Q) in the preceding proposition yields 
11 F (I + h”(Q)) - I/l G exp{l WQM - 1. 
k=rn w 
By virtue of Proposition 5, 1 h”(Q)iw + 0 as m -+ co. Thus the multiplicative 
Cauchy condition for convergence of an infinite product in a Banach algebra is 
fulfilled (see [l] in this connection). 
To prove the last assertion, we first recall that the tail products of a convergent 
infinite product converge to I in .J& . Hence all but finitely many are regular 
elements of J& . Thus the regularity of the infinite product depends only on the 
regularity of its factors. 
Thus, if the product is regular, then its initial factor I + Q is also regular. 
Therefore I + Q has no zero diagonal entries. 
Conversely, if I + Q has no zeros on the diagonal, then, by Proposition 4, 
I + Q is regular. But h is a homomorphism of A&, for which h(I) = I. Thus 
h”(I + Q) = I + h”(Q) is regular for n > 0. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
For Q in & and each integer n 3 0, we will denote the tail products of the 
above infinite product by 
=n (Q) = fi (I + hYQ2)). 
k--n 
Since the homomorphism h is continuous on LZ& (by virtue of Proposition 5) 
it follows that for all n > 0, 
K (8) = h” PO (QN. 
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PROPOSITION 8. If W-,P belongs to -lb;, , then the equation 
wx=x(w+P) (9) 
has the solution X = l7,,( WplP) in Ss, . This solution is regular in -Pe, if and only 
ifjoraZZi>O,p(i+l,i)# --hi. 
Proof. Multiplying the above equation by W-, yields 
x = WelX(W + P). 
The two equations are equivalent in the algebra of lower triangular matrices. 
For, if X is lower triangular, then X( W + P) is strictly lower triangular, hence 
unchanged under left multiplication by E = WW-, . Thus left multiplication 
of the latter equation by W restores the former. 
Now using the same reasoning, 
wm,X(W + P) = w-lX(WW-,)(W + P) = (W1XW)(I + w-,P). 
Thus our equation for X becomes 
X = h(X)(I + W-,P). (10) 
That X = II,,(W-,P) solves this equation follows from the remarks preceding 
the present proposition. 
The condition for the regularity of n,,( W-,P) is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 7. 
In concluding this section, we point out that our general approach to the proof 
of the main theorem can easily be motivated by starting with the formulation 
(10) of the similarity equation. The solution X = L’,,( WwlP) is obtained formally 
by iterated substitutions of (10) into itself and by using the fact that h is a homo- 
morphism on the algebra of lower triangular matrices. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The crucial groundwork for the proof of the main theorem has been completed 
in the preceding sections. Equation (9) is the equation for an operator X imple- 
menting the similarity of Wand W + P. It is also easy to see that the condition 
(*) of the theorem means precisely that W-,P belongs to & . Thus the following 
observations will complete the proof. 
Under the assumptions of the theorem, Proposition 8 implies that the matrices 
X = I&,(W-,P) and X-l both belong to A&, , and hence also to &. But by a 
theorem of Riesz (see, for example, [6, p. 527]), the matrices in ZZ’ represent 
bounded operators on 0 for all p, 1 < p < co. Thus IT,(W-,P) represents a 
nonsingular operator on all dD spaces. 
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Domain considerations for the unbounded case are all that remain. We assert 
that Xg(W + P) := L?Z( W). From (9) it follows that jl WXx jlz, = I/ X( W + P)x J’p 
for all x in 0”. Since X represents a nonsingular operator on CD, the right member 
is finite if, and only if ii( W + P) x I/p < co. Thus x belongs to L@( W + P) if and 
only if Xx belongs to LB( W). 
This completes the proof that Wand W + P are similar under the hypothesis 
of the main theorem. 
We now consider perturbations of W by what we will call weighted Toeplitz 
operators, i.e., those of the form P == DT where D = diag[O, dr , d, ,...I and 
T = [t(i -j)]i~j=o is a strictly lower triangular Toeplitz matrix. The computa- 
tion of j WplP Iw is relatively easy for perturbations of this class. At the same 
time, the class is broad enough to allow for the construction of many important 
and instructive examples. 
We assume that w is a h-admissible weight matrix, and that D and T are as 
specified above. 
We then have the 
COROLLARY. Suppose that W + DT has no zero entries on thejrst subdiagonal, 
and 1 W-, DT 1 w < co. Then W and W + DT represent similar operators on all 
dp spaces. 
Finally we give a formula for 1 W-, DT Iw which is convenient for computa- 
tional purposes. Namely 
I W-P Iw = f I t@ + l>l 5 I dc+db I 44 t’-- 4 . 
k-0 I &k I 
(**) 
6. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
We use 6 to denote our optimal h-admissible weight matrix, and w the weight 
matrix of Gohberg and Soybleman. The two matrices coincide in the case of the 
uniform shift, i.e., h = {l},‘“,. . Roughly speaking, the improvement in the main 
theorem obtained by using 5 in preference to w becomes more marked, the more 
the shift weights differ from the uniform shift weights. 
We use the ratio w/C to measure the improvement in the main theorem derived 
by replacing w by 5. 
Our first two examples are compact weighted shifts. The third is that of a 
weighted shift which does not differ too much from the uniform shift-and yet is 
not similar to it. Finally, we apply our main theorem to some specific unbounded 
weighted shifts. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Bounded geometric shifts. We take the sequence of shift 
weights to be (p’}F& where 0 < 1 p j < 1. When p = i we have the important 
Donoghue shift (see [7]). Direct computation yields, forj < i, 
G(i, j) = l/l p ]j 
Hence 
and w(i, j) = Ki-j/l p /j 1 p [(ii’), where K > 0. 
w(i, j)/e(i, j) = Ki-‘/l p 1 
(3 , 
which converges to fco as diagonal position i - j goes to +co. If 
D = diag[O, 1, 5, $ ,... 1, where 6 = p3, and T = [t(i - j)]TiCO , where 
t(k + 1) = 1 fork > 0, then using (**), we obtain 
whereas 
I W-1 DT 18 = l/(1 - I P I)(1 - i P I”) 
I W-, DT/, = fee whenever K > 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Bounded harmonic shifts. Here we take the sequence of shift 
weights to be {(i + l)-“}TE”=n , where p > 0. Then for j < i 
6(&j) = (3”, and w(i, j) = &j ($1” , where K > 0. 
Hence w(i, j)/C(i, j) = ~~-j{(i - j)!}p, which again converges to + co, as diagonal 
position i -j goes to fco. Taking p = 1, D = diag[O, dl , d, ,...I, where 
di = l/i!, and T = [t(i - j)]cjCO , where t(h + 1) = (K!)li2 for k >, 0, we 
obtain 
whereas 
j W-,DT Iw = e f (k!)l/’ K’ = +CC for all K > 0. 
k=O 
This and the preceding example demonstrate the improvement attained when the 
optimal weights r% are used in preference to the Gohberg-Soybleman weights w. 
EXAMPLE 3. A weighted shift close to the uniform shif. For this example 
we take the sequence of shift weights to be {(i + l)/(i + 2)}+, . The corre- 
sponding weighted shift W is known not to be similar to (any scalar multiple of) 
the uniform shift S (see [3] or [4]). In th is case we have for j < i, G(i, j) = 1, 
and w(i,j) = Ki-‘(i + I)/( j + 1). The latter is X-admissible only for K 3 1, 
and optimal w among these is obtained by taking K = 1. Then w(i, j)/G(i, j) = 
409/59/z-8 
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(z’ + l)/(j + l), which no longer approaches $- co uniformly as diagonal position 
increases, but does approach + cc along each column. 
Even here the rZ version of the theorem represents an improvement over the 
u: version. For consider the perturbation P DT, where D =~= diag[O, dI , d, ,... ] 
with d, = p”/(i + I), 0 < p < 1. Then 
and 
1 W-,DT jzc. = log [+-I iO I t(k + l)i P”. 
Now taking t(k + 1) = 1 /(k + 1)’ pLi, where E > 0, then 
1 W-,DT 1~ = : 
( k + 1 K ‘+l - - 
k=O (k +ll)‘+. 1 p’ & :+ 1 
G constkfo (k -'l)l+c -=c +a, 
whereas 
when O<c<l. 
EXAMPLE 4. Unbounded harmonic shifts. We take the sequence of shift 
weights to be {(i + l)“}rYa, where p > 0. The case p = & yields the creation 
operator for the quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator (see [5]). Here 
Efi, j) = 1 forj < i. As an example of allowable perturbations, we take 
D = diag[O, dI , dz ,... 1, where di = i-q for i>l, 
and 
T = [t(i - j)], where t(k) = I for k>l. 
Then using (**) we obtain 
I W-lDT I* = i. (k + ;),+,-1 < +a when q > 2 - p. 
In particular, when p > 2, q can be chosen with q < 0. Then P = DT is an 
unbounded, yet allowable perturbation of the unbounded weighted shift W. 
EXAMPLE 5. Unbounded geometric shifts. For the final example, we choose 
shift weights {pi}& , where I < ! p / < + co. In this case we again have 
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5(i, j) == 1 for j < i. Here we can take D = 1, and perturb by an unweighted 
strictly lower triangular Toeplitz matrix T. Then 
If we choose 6 with 1 < 1 5 1 < 1 p /, and set t(k + 1) = [“, then T is 
unbounded and yet I W-,T lw < + co, so that W and W + T are similar. 
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